Engineer's council report brings up questions about 'U' engineering curricula

By the News

The Berit College of Engineering wants to hire academics to teach the university curriculum courses to ground the group which revolu"nizes students of engineers. The University Department of the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) produced the report.

Robert Perrin, President of the Berit College of Engineering, said the university was in the process of teaching some of the professors by the time this report was issued. "We have been trying to teach some of the professors. We have been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors and we have been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors." The university has been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors.

"The university has been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors. We have been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors. We have been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors."

"The university has been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors. We have been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors. We have been working with a group of professors who we think are going to teach some of the professors."
FDA bans Red Dye No. 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Food and Drug Administration on Monday banned Red Dye No. 2, the most widely used color in the United States for the production of foods, drugs and cosmetics.

The decision by Commissioner Alexander M. Schmidt was hailed by consumer advocates as an important step toward stricter standards for food ingredients.

"The ban is a victory for consumers," said Dr. Robert Newby, executive director of the Natural Resources Defense Council. "It will help protect people from exposure to a potentially harmful chemical."
The council today meeting to study housing resolutions.

Various types of legal services subject of ASMSU official’s study

Michigan Bell squawks at SC-proposed budget cut

Bill pushes obscenity issue

The bill also defined “obscene” as “publicly available and not available to the public not as a result of a court order or governmental action.”

The court held that the defendant’s statement was “obscene” because it was “written in the context of a governmental action.”

The bill also defined “obscene” as “publicly available and not available to the public not as a result of a court order or governmental action.”

The court held that the defendant’s statement was “obscene” because it was “written in the context of a governmental action.”
**Ban cancer sticks from public places**

"A custom I considered to be ugly, harmful to the bow, dangerous to the lungs, and in the finding stick thereof, more resembles the horrible Stigmas smoke of the act that is forbidden." — King James I, 1604

And smoking operations have established themselves as a powerful and effective political force, bolstered by recent successes in beating smoking from the hospitals, elevators and public transportation of numerous cities. Their resident humanism is needed through such methods are questionable at times. Although certain members of the group are carrying their evangelical zeal to extreme lengths, they have a legitimate gripe — the right to breathe clean air is not to be put into purgatory. Regular smoking in classrooms state that the by a constitution to ensure a healthy and comfortable environment for the students.

Parental groups like GASP Group Against Smoking Parents have moved to the front lines to tell the children that smoking is not the way to go. Aggravate, Mortly and Endurable Smokers, produced freedom from smoke in all public places and put the much vigilante tactics as picking butts from the mouths of smokers. More potent and considerable movements include as Oakland County ordinance that bans smoking inside playgrounds and on school campuses that threaten with a maximum $100 fine. This ordinance is being challenged as constitutional grounds. Oakland University has banned smoking in all classrooms and an A.M.U.S. resolution supporting the stopping of smoking in classrooms is expected to be discussed this week.

In protecting the rights of non-smokers, the civil liberties and privacy of smokers should not be disregarded upon. The fervent anti-smoking factions with their petticoats of "smokers are victims" is like giving a healthy and comforting environment for the smokers.
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WROONG PLANEN! THIS IS THE UNITED STATES.

NEWPOINT: PUBLIC SAFETY PROCEDURES

Night arrests for parking violations unjustified

In the Michigan State University News, East Lansing, Michigan.

In his letter, the author of this article expresses his opinion about the procedures used by the Lansing police department for parking violations. The author believes that the police are overzealous in their approach and that the fines imposed are unjustified.

The letter begins with a quote from the Lansing State Journal, "We're not here to be harassment agents, but to cite and tow in a professional and fair manner." The author agrees with this sentiment and expresses his belief that the police are not always fair in their approach.

The letter goes on to discuss a specific incident where a parking violation was enforced. The author describes how the police officer approached the vehicle and issued a ticket without the driver being aware of the violation. The author believes that this is an example of a "harassment" strategy used by the police department.

The author concludes by expressing his belief that the police should be more fair in their approach to parking violations and that the fines imposed are unjustified.

The letter ends with a call to action for others to speak out against the police department's tactics.

---

Letter:

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the parking enforcement policies of the Lansing police department. I believe that the police are using a "harassment" strategy to enforce parking violations, and that this approach is unjustified.

Recently, I witnessed a situation where a parking violation was enforced without the driver being aware of the violation. The police officer approached the vehicle and issued a ticket without the driver being aware of the violation. This is an example of a "harassment" strategy used by the police department.

The police department should be more fair in their approach to parking violations and the fines imposed are unjustified.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

The letter was published in the Michigan State University News, East Lansing, Michigan.
Spikers second at meet

**Matmen bop So. Illinois**

Not Milwaukee men but Wisconsin women will take a second-place finish at the Midwest Conference tournament for the first time in school history and set a record. The Badgers are the only team with two athletes to qualify for the NCAA tournament.

**Virtually no confusion in last Saturday's meet against the Badgers. MSU won the contest 41-12.**

Spartan grappler Randy Miller (top) defeated Southern Illinois wrestler John Cross in a predetermined match at 178 pounds. Randy Miller was one of 12 Wisconsin athletes who qualified for the NCAA tournament.

**How about a touch of spring?**

**NEEDED: IMPATIENS TO COLOR YOUR PLACES!**

**NICELY BLOODED PLANTS IN 4 POTS**

Ellin & Twinkle (bi-color)...

$1.25 ea.

**PANSY FRILLS (double Impatiens)**

$1.75 ea.

**NEW GUIPURE HYBRIDS (impatiens)**

 imposters...$2.50 ea.

*CHECK OUT THESE NEW COLORS BEFORE THEY GO*...

**Plants for Sale**

*940-464-0544*

**Smith Florist Co.**

**NEW LOW PRICES ON TEXAS INSTRUMENT CALCULATORS!**

**TI-1500**...

$12.95

**TI-150**...

18.95

**TI-200**...

29.95

**SR-161**...

39.95

**SR-50A**...

79.95

**SR-51A**...

199.95

**CAMPUS BOOKSTORES**

1191 GRAND RIVER AVE

607 GRAND RIVER AVE

**PIZZA EXPRESS**

**TODAY, JANUARY 20th, 7-10 P.M.**

**TODAY, JANUARY 20th, 7-10 P.M. Holken Hall Rm 105-106**

HELP YOUR LANDLORD...GET RICH!!

*Get evicted?*...

*Lose all your security deposit?*

*Get stuck with an unfair or improper lease?*

*Add "aggravation" & "frustration" to your term...*

*Lost money & time?*

*Stay ignorant forever?*

Don't pick up a "Toward Survival Kit" at 100 Student Services Bldg. Get your lawyer's Rights, the $10.00 refundable deposit is much to match your information on archives, security deposits & leases that could save you millions protect your Tenant Rights. 

[...]

**The College of NATURAL SCIENCE**

**Student Advisory Council Invites You to**

**CAREER NIGHT**

Meet with professors and learn about career opportunities in various scientific fields.

TODAY, JANUARY 20TH, 7-10 P.M.

Holken Hall Rm 105-106

**DISCO**

**Tuesday, January 25th, Super Night**

SPECIAL BEER: 30 oz., CHEAP!

PITCHERS OF LIQUOR

(6 drinks for the price of 4)
Works of noted photojournalist displayed

By RON H. MUKOL

Sponsoring the traditional photography workshops in the exhibition are "The Fishermen of Fish Creek," a photographic essay on local fishermen, and "Man and Machine," a photographic essay on the relationship of man and machine. The exhibition, which is on view from this month until the end of the year at the MSU Library, is sponsored by the MSU Photography Association and the MSU Student Senate.

By MARY HOODEN

The works of this photo essay are woodcuts, many of which are enhanced with text by students of the MSU Photography Association. The woodcuts, which are on exhibit until the end of the year at the MSU Library, are the work of the MSU Photography Association and the MSU Student Senate.

The woodcuts, which are on exhibit until the end of the year at the MSU Library, are the work of the MSU Photography Association and the MSU Student Senate.

The works of this photo essay are woodcuts, many of which are enhanced with text by students of the MSU Photography Association. The woodcuts, which are on exhibit until the end of the year at the MSU Library, are the work of the MSU Photography Association and the MSU Student Senate.

Film features 'Aussie' life

The "dirt" service of Australia, complete with all the excitement and emotion of real life, is the subject of the Saturday evening show, "Men Who Made Australia." This feature on the life and culture of Australia will be shown at the Cinerama at 8 p.m. and will be repeated on Sunday at the same time.

Tickets are $1 at the door only. The show is sponsored by a group of students who are interested in the people of Australia. The show is sponsored by a group of students who are interested in the people of Australia. The show is sponsored by a group of students who are interested in the people of Australia. The show is sponsored by a group of students who are interested in the people of Australia.
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FRANKLY SPEAKING... by phil frank

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1137 sq. ft., furnished, Convenient location, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

SMALL THREE rooms, 3 bath, 600 sq. ft., large furnished, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

TWO BEDROOMS, 2 bath, 950 sq. ft., furnished, MSU near campus, $260 per month, 260-6833.

RUBICEX TWO rooms, 2 bath, 400 sq. ft., furnished, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES OF M. B. DE LA GARZA, MSU

YES, YES! I DO LIKE TO MEET NEW! 

COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES OF M. B. DE LA GARZA, MSU


TWO BEDROOMS, 2 bath, 1137 sq. ft., furnished, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

TWO BEDROOMS, 2 bath, 950 sq. ft., furnished, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

ONE BEDROOM furnished, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

COUNTRYWIDE Houses, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1216 sq. ft., fellowboarders, excellent location, MSU near campus, $190 per month, 260-6833.

ONE PERSON, 6-1-26. 303-1975.

TWO ROOMMATES needed, one male and one female, for February, MSU near campus. Call 214-3293.

NEED a furnished, large, furnished studio, MSU near campus. Call 260-6833.

WOMEN'S LUMBERJACKS 2-WAY Neonite WINCHESTER 30-06 to 1964.

TIE - THE one male and one female. For February, MSU near campus. Call 214-3293.

ROOMS TO LET: 1200 sq. ft., furnished, MSU near campus. Call 214-3323.

COLORADO 1967, 4 bedrooms, 2 bath, 1530 sq. ft., furnished, MSU near campus, $260 per month, 260-6833.

WOMAN FOR ROOM, MSU near campus. Call 260-6833.
Workshops for women to begin

Ex-AEC head requests nuclear export embargo

Veto controversy prediction opens congressional session

Lansing group asking for fund-rasing money

RHA films attract students

Michigan Volkswagen plant

Copyright © 1976 - Michigan State News
**THE SMALL SOCIETY**

by Brickman

![Image of a cartoon character holding a sign that says "I think I'll be a witch when I grow up."]

**DOONESBURY**

by Gary Trudeau

![Image of a cartoon featuring a character with a telephone and a caption that reads "My parents raised me according to only one commandment: 'Thou shalt not anything.'"

**TUESDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS**

- **9:30 PM**
  - *Good Times* on CBS
  - "The neighborly people of the neighborhood are-committed to fighting for their rights."
- **9:30 PM**
  - *M*A*S*H* on CBS
  - "A family friend needs a "wonder drug" to help her elicit the help she needs."

**Frank & Ernest**

by Bob Thaves

![Image of cartoon characters with a sign that says "They want such a joke!"

**CROSSWORD PUZZLE**

- **Clue:** "The word "ậu" means "after.
- **Clue:** "The word "pa" means "before."

**Karina**

by Jennifer L. Thompson

![Image of a cartoon character with a caption that says "For the love of a pumpkin!"

**Jazz STRATUS**

Tues. & Wed.

224 Abbott

**THE DROP OUTS**

by Post

![Image of a cartoon featuring a character with a sign that reads "They want such a joke!"

**PROFESSOR PHUMBLE**

by Bill Yates

![Image of a cartoon featuring a character with a sign that reads "Why?"

**BRICKMAN'S PRACTICAL PETS**

1. **Inkwell**
2. **Ink**
3. **Ink**
4. **Ink**
5. **Ink**
6. **Ink**
7. **Ink**
8. **Ink**
9. **Ink**
10. **Ink**

**TODAY'S TV PROGRAMS**

**W**ayne's World on Spike TV: "Wayne's World" Season 1, Episode 18. 

**S**aturday Night Live on NBC: "Saturday Night Live" Season 31, Episode 4.

**M**ad Men on AMC: "Mad Men" Season 1, Episode 1.

**T**he Office on NBC: "The Office" Season 1, Episode 1.

**F**amily Guy on Fox: "Family Guy" Season 1, Episode 1.

**B**etter Call Saul on AMC: "Better Call Saul" Season 2, Episode 1.

**T**he Good Place on NBC: "The Good Place" Season 1, Episode 1.

**D**espite the fact that the Good Place has been canceled, it's still worth watching for its philosophical insights and witty depictions of the afterlife.
Second hand shop sheds junk image

DEPARTMENTS OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
1976 SPRING PROGRAM IN LONDON
COMBINED HUMANITIES-SOCIAL SCIENCE

Students may enroll in a combination of Humanities 202-203-300 and Social Science 202-203-300 for a total of 16 credits.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 27, 1976
MEETING FOR ALL INTERESTED
7:30 p.m. TONIGHT
Room 216 Bessey
Meet the Faculty and see a new film about London.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Office of Overseas Study
108 Center for International Programs
353-8920

Value Discovery...
THE PIKSKIN NUDE SHIRT
You'll never hope to find at this price...a luxuriously soft and easy-moving 20-inch leather shirt to top shirts and sweaters all year round.

Jacobson's